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Introduction – Human Reeoource aanagement

There is ample evidence that all key aspects of an organizaton are hallmarked by an inequality regime, be

it the organizatonal structure, job profles or the organizing of work. So far, however, atenton has yet to

focus on the level below that of organizatons, which for many insttutons – partcularly those that rely on

high skills levels such as research performing organizatons – is the level at which much of the interactons

take place. HR policies and interventons to promote greater gender diversity in organizatons have yet to

be more fully  deployed at  the level  of  the team. Consequently,  HR departments  are  well  advised to

consider team level dynamics when designing their interventons.

Why io it important to target teamo with HRe interventiono? 

The link between diversity and performance is complex and calls for more comprehensive approaches to

HR that include every aspect of a researcher’s employment. The GEDII project shows that there is no

direct  relatonship  between  gender  diversity  and  team  performance.  However,  HR  professionals  can

nevertheless afect the team context and create a healthy and engaging work environment. HR should

ensure that recruitment to a team is fair and inclusive so that it leads to more congenial and inclusive

environments  for  researchers,  as  well  as  prevent  dominant  societal  stereotypes  to  create  optmal

conditons which foster overall organizatonal performance.

Key pointo and recommendationo

The efectveness of gender interventons in HR has been fercely debated. So far, corporatons have paid

huge sums in diversity training programs, with only limited results. Evidence suggests that, at best, results

last only in the short-term, and at worst, can create a backlash. Research also suggests that managers who

believe they operate in a meritocratc environment might be more prone to make biased decision. So what

would work instead?

 Train employees in engaging or managing team problem solving processes: Research shows that

mandatory diversity trainings can actvate biases. Moreover, managers can become resistant if they

feel their autonomy is afected. Instead of promotng short trainings as remedies, employees should

be invited to engage, for instance, in mentoring programs for women and minorites. If people work

with colleagues from minority groups, they are more likely to become equality champions. This is

further  supported if  there  are mechanism that  prepare and empower to implement  meaningful

changes within the organizaton.

 Employee training should target three distnct  levels  of team collaboraton: the team knowledge

(shared mental  models,  task  understanding),  the team skills  (communicaton assertveness),  and

team  attudes  (trust,  psychological  safety,  cohesion).  Scientfc  leadership  is  one  among several

other ingredients of efectve teams. 

 Monitor teams against the Gender Diversity Index.  Evidence shows that monitoring, reportng and
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reflectng on gender diversity within teams supports eforts towards inclusion. One main beneft of

the Gender Diversity Index is that it goes beyond ‘countng heads’ and captures the outcomes of

gendered processes. The Gender Diversity Index calculates a team score that reflects how inclusive it

is and thus emphasizes areas where practces might need to be examined. However, it should not be

used as a tool to fx ‘others’, but instead should be considered as a tool to help address inequalites

and biases more profoundly.

 Make the tools and initatves for greater inclusion more easily accessible. Promote mutual learning

by enabling employees to efectvely interact with a wide range of people in the organizaton. This

should  allow  everybody  to  formulate  private  opinions  and  concerns  without  before  these  are

explored in a moderated discussion. This behavioral, cognitve and afectve learning process should

be extended beyond single interventons and be conducted within a safe environment.

 Become aware of micro practces: Formal policies are ofen in place, which reflect eforts to achieve

greater gender equality. Standardized routnes are devised in an atempt to remove biases, but in

practce are inefectve if  they are not followed or taken seriously.  It  is  also important to check

whether specifc criteria are implicitly gendered, for example in recruitment or promoton processes.

Are all specifed requirements really necessary? For instance, do all people in leadership roles have

to be present full  tme or work overtme? Moreover,  micro practces ofen undermine objectve

criteria. For instance, the percepton of performance might be altered by non-performance related

factors, such as likeability. The potental efects of micro practces need to be analyzed to ensure the

efectveness of gender equality policies. 
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